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Appendix I: .Concentrations of organic compounds in the 
"aromatic" fraction .(G32) of extracts· from 
Elizabeth River sediments. The concentrations 
have been calculated relative to a 2,2'-binaphthyl 
internal standard for every resolvable peak in 
the chromatograms and are listed with increasing 
ARI (Aromatic Retention Index), characterizing 
the position of the peak in the chromatogram and 
functioning as a code for the compound name. 
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42'3 u ::: 
4 .......... . ;.  .::, 

















52:::.: D 2 
524 A '3 
5C~':i' a 5 
t: .... , ..... t: 






















........ , , .. , 




26:~1? a 15 
















,-.~ .... , 
·=··-· . .::. 552. 1 
67.5 
·-·~ , ... , 1:• .. • II 1:1 
54. !:i 
5£12. 9 
G3.2 FRACTION OF SAMPLE SFJ212 
ARI C:Ot·K: AfH C:OHC 
------ ------ ------- -----
0 8'3. 4 212.5 :3:~: •. 9 5';t ~ 
..... ;;;;. 62.5 214.7 :3:3. s 
61.2 26.9 21~3a ::: 12:3. 9 
10t1 13. 7 220.5 121.'3 
1~3:3. :3 10.5 22:~:. . -, ~ 76 . ., 
105.9 71.8 226u :~: 24. 4 
109.7 87. 1 .-.. -.""' .:::.~·· :~:·3 q 6 
114.~: 28.9 22''a 5 5~~1. 4 
125.6 65.2 2:~::3 a 4 ·~ ""':' •' a ( 
127.3 :3~3. 4 2:~:611 4 215a ::: 
12'3. 4 10.7 2 :;:::: a 1 2261 1~4 
1:31.6 41.9 242a 1 :~:'35. 5 
1:33. •:;. .,5. 1 244.9 4•:•·'::! ~ .:,.. • ... • n .... 1 
1:37. 3 8.7 24'::4 a 1 , ... , .... •:•f.:• a .~. r.:• 
138. :3 19.4 ·-=· c: ·-=· .:... .;; .:;;. . 1 15211::.: 
143. 1 127.2 254.6 241 .5 
146.7 ·:H • :::: 260 a E: 54::: .. 5 
151 12:~:. 4 .-.. -~ q :~:51 .:::.tt{ II .. 
152.6 2:3.5 27~:1. 6 12';J. 5 
156. 5 n~. 3 27::::.4 5~3~:3. 9 
157. 4 69. 6 27::: a .-. 
·=· 
7 ::: '51 • ::: 
159. :3 14.8 . -.. -.t= ·~ .:::.•:•· .. ,1 a .. • 21 :::•;1 • ·::· ..... 
161 . -, • • :J ....... . ...t.:·~· 1::• 2f::::: a 1~ 2:::•, II 7 
164.5 11 :3. 4 2'514. 1 4t19. '31 
167 :~:6. 2 :~:~] t1 1'314'31. 5 
169. :3 ~i:~:.?. :~:~3;;::. ·::1 :::0'(. .:::. .. 
171.6 14. 6 :3t17. 7 :~:2~~1. 9 
174.7 7'3 :~:1~~a2 254a -;o ( 
1 Ea3. •::0 
·-· 
,~74 a 1~ :~:14·. 2 42~:1. :~: 
182. 4 1 :~a~1. 5 :::: 1·~ 2:::2 
1:34. 2 :3:36. 6 ::::21 c;' II ,_1 417. 1 
18::: a::: '34 :~::~:~] q·;:oq ... I ... a 7 
1:3'3. '3 ·~:3 Q 5 ·:••':tt:' ·-I·,..I•.,J II 6 :::•36 a:;: 
1'3 1. 4 . , 1 ? • I ··:···=··=· ·=· ._ •• _, ..... u - 2~32 • :3 
1'3:~: u 1 155 :~:42 u 7 4:::7 u 2 
1'34. 5 '30. :3 :~:44. 9 :::.::::5112 
1•37 a 2 :31 • :3 :~: 5 1~1 • :::: 162.:~: 
200 75t1. :3 .-. ~ t= •:. ,;,to.,,lo..,l II ~· 15 
2~32. '3 2E:5. '51 ::::5 (,1 a '3J ~·-~ 
·-· =· u 
1 
20:::. 1 ., .- .... , :361 ·q 4~~ :::: .. t• • .::. II .,• 
365.4 248.9 5::::6.4 4:3.5 
37:3. 1 748.3 54(1. •;:.t 2'~. 1 
:376. 7 322.6 54 7. '3 :~:'5' a 2 
379.8 458.3 ~~·?. 26.1 .............. 
:384. 4 47.5 555. !:i 21.6 
387.5 6 '7 &::: ..... , 1::::67 a 1 a I ·-•b..:• 
389.4 7. 1 56E:. ::: 7.4 
396.4 83'3. 2 57(1. 7 1 (1. 6 
400 1446.2 57'4 166.7 
403.8 725.6 51::1.5 661 A E: 
411.8 :382. 7 5:::4 a 4 ·~·-· ... .. • .:,1 A f.:t 
418.8 1'37. 4 5'31. 2 74. r.:: 
424.4 102.2 5'::t3u :::: 
.... , .... , , ... , 
.:::. .:::_a •:• 
425.7 74 60~~1 ~~·"' .-. • .,.1._1 t.:• a •::. 
429.5 466.5 
431.7 1.-.. ~ 0 0-:JaO 
436.8 418.3 
43E:. 5 424.9 
444.6 1666.7 
447.4 116.5 
450.2 12:3. 4 
454.6 27. '3 
458.3 113.4 
46:3.2 :34.7 
466.8 ~.-. ,-, 00, C• 
476.5 26.'3~~1. 2 
481.:::: 2'36. 9 
485.6 6. 1 
492.4 12:3:3. '31 
495.7 1151.:3 
500 4::::5.:3 
5~33 1:35 a 2 
506. 1 2(16. 2 
509.5 165.9 
515. 1 2'35. 3 
518.5 207.8 
52:~:. 4 2'30. 5 
52E:·. 7 ~~ .-.;;.~ •• •. l;:t 
53(1, :3 1:::. 5 



































1 '30. 1 
191.5 
1 '34. 6 
1 '37. 2 
2~~Hj 
2€1:3 























1 U.::1. 7 
175.7 






127 a :3 




'37 a 6 
45. 1 
764. 1 





















:~: 1:::: a 5 
::::1 ::: u '3 
::::21 a:;: 
:32'3 a 7 
:::::35.6 




~ 24 a 7 










2~'36 .. , 
:;1:3 a 4 
224. ·~ 
:;:64 A :~: 
164.5 












.-.. -.. - ·~ 
•:.•.::.f.:• a .. • 
1150.8 
115~]. 9 








































































~·-· .... , 
..... ;, .. .::. 
















51::: .. 4 
52:::1.::: 
c:.·-.:··-=· ·:· 
·-··-•· ... • Q ..... 
5:36.9 
54~3. '3 
542t I 7 
545.:3 
















50'3 I 2 

























































































~~27 R 8 













22'~ a 6 
2::::6.,6 





.-. c: .... . ... 
.C.• ... IG a 1:• 
254a7 




27::: a 7 
2:::1115 
2E:2 a 4 
2:::6a 1 
2 ::: '5J a :~: 
:2'514. 4 
:::: ~~1 ~j 
::::f~:::: a 2 









1 :~::;:. 6 
····? ~ 






..... ""? .... , .... , 
0:::. I' 0:::. • ·.:0 
4:3:;:. 6 



















C' .-,.-, -= 
• .. ••:•·.:• a .... 1 
5::::4 II::: 




1'3J?2 n '31 
;2(1:35 n '3 
4·4:::. ::.:: 
:343 '5142. 7 ;i00 546 .. :3 
345 749.6 5t14 3'~ D 6 
350.8 :318.6 506. :3 44.1 
356 42.6 510.2 117.6 
358.5 93.9 516.:3 :317.E: 
359.8 36.6 524. :3· ~:41. 5 
365.9 573.4 52'51. ·:;. 45.5 
373.6 1886.2 5~:4 18t1 
376.9 717.4 5~:7·. 4 :~:1. 4 
380. 1 928.6 541.5 2~3. 2 
384.2 137.4 554. '3 E:E:. '51 
390 129.2 557 a:::: '510. ~i 
396.5 1891. 7 564 1 '3~6. 1 
400 ' 3181 5·68 a::: 15:3. 7 
404 1069.6 575 1'3~3. :3 
407.5 261.6 575. '3 1:~:6. 4 
410 59.5 5:::111 1 7::::2 
412.1 408.7 5'3~~ a 6 ... , .... , .... , .,:. .:::. . .:::. 
414.1 :246.7 600 :~::~:'3 I 2 
418.7 274.5 
42:3. 3 6:3.6 
426.8 .... , ..... • :,.&.. 
430 56:3 
432.3 247. '3 
436.8 557 
438.9 '?~)~~1. 4 
444.4 1666.7 
447.:3 12~) •. , 
451 15'3. 4 
455.4 ........ ·.:•·:J 
458.8 177.4 
461. 1 :::::3. 5 
462. :~: 14.7 
464.2 11:2.6 
467. 1 1'3'3.6 
476.1 4:::66. 4 
481.5 45::::.2 
484.4 .-, .- .-.:::.t1 II l:t 
492 1'3:::2 a 7 











































































I' ·=· • •:a 
76 •. :3 
·:m. 1 
'37. 4 
.-.-. .-. t•·=·. •:t 
18. 1 





216 n ::: 
22~~1.6 
225.4 
227 u :::: 
~~29. 5 
2:::::;: a 5 
2::::6 II 7 
2::::::: a 1 














::::12 a 7 
:::: 1'3 a :3 
::::21 a::: 
::::::::~1 a :::: 
:~::~:·:;t. 4 
::::4~: u '3 
:;:.:t5 
3:il:':1. 6 
·:•c:"'? ·=· ,_,,_(( 11 1,,.1 
COt·~C 
244 
12:::: a 1 
47.4 
17.9 













::::75~1 p ::: 
24'~ II::: 
:~:6~Z1. 2 










:!:6t1. 1 6'3. 9 1::. 0:•'? ·-=· 1£11.7 • ...,1 ... • I a ···' 
:;:65. 6 683.3 541.2 1'32. 4 
373. 3· 1784.4 544.7 1 (17. 6 
376.9 685.3 548.5 ·~ 1 Q 3 
379.9 10:39. 1 553.6 2::::1 a 1 
:384.3 110.3 556.6 1'511.1 
391.4 20.5 563 Q :~: 1'36'51. 5 
396.8 15:33.2 568.::: 242 
400 3452.9 575.1 5~~0. 1 
40:3. 9 1085.6 582 1:364.4 
406.7 3:32.:3 5:34 Q ::: 264.5 
412 843 592 
1 .......... ..., 
.::_ t::. 1 I' 
418.6 ::::47.5 5':.-4 Q ::: 65 
42.3. 5 18'3. 3 6£1(1 754 .. 2 




4:38. 6 102:3 
444. 1 1666.7 
447.5 17'3. 5 
450.6 1:39. 1 
455 4~3. 5 ~}. 
458.2 177.2 
464 25 .. 8 
466.4 121 
476.5 ···:o•::.-:o •::. 1:::•.:;;. •' ( • •' 
481.4 5:39.7 
48~:. ·~ 15.7 
492.4 2751 
4'35. 6 259:::: 
5~3£1 :322.8 
5£1:3. :3 215 •. 4 
506.5 504.5 
509.8 :;::3'3 a 13 
! i 516.5 1:~:21. ::: 
524.9 629. '3 
530 ......... -.C. a:::. I:• a 1 
5:3:3. 6 461.8 
1:'·-·1:' ·::. 


























194 I '3 






.-•. - •. "l ~ 





































·':! .- '? 











1'3 a 8 















:~: 1:3 II:;: 
::::14.6 
:~:19.,5 
:~:22 a 1 
:3:::H3. 5 
:3::::6 
:~: :~: ~~~ a 6 
::::4:~: 
::::45 a:~: 
:::::i 1 u :;: 
::::5::: a 1 
::::6~iL 5 
.-, .- .... 
• .:. I::• I::• 
::::?::::u 9 
.-. ....,."':' .-, 



















































4'31 I 7 '368. 7 
4'34. 8 H)04. :::: 
500 275 
506.7 2E::3. 1 
510.2 114.5 
516.4 142. :3 
519.5 16 
525.1 114.2 
5:34. 1 :::·~· 




60(1 :::4. :::: 
G3.2 FRACTION OF SAMPLE SFJ217 




0 182:3 215. . -. 1216 • 1 
·=· 
5:3 1598. .-. 222u6 1112.5 .:::. 
61.8 1096. 1 224. E: 6~15. 9 
100 588. 1 226 a :3 1:34:3. 4 
103.5 4·-•i"l 229 4::::~5. :3 .:iC• 
106. :3 1152 2:::;6 
.-•• - •• ':!~ 
. .:;.;;;._ .. ;;:~ 
110 1720. 2 2::::7. 7 I 
·-=·,. ·':•·':• C:' 
·;;) I:• ·;;),;.. • ·-' 
114. '3 752.5 24t1. 4 c~ t7:~L. 6 
118.8 265.9 242. 1 570:~. 4 
126.2 :3699. 1 24:3. 5 2431 
.-, 
. .:::. 




129.7 1'39. 8 
.-.c::c:. 4 :;:: ~3 ~~1. 1 .:::. .... 1,.,.1 A 
1:32. 1 247.5 26~~. 1 ::::24''· 
"';' 
I' 
134a3 :3~100. 6 264 a;:: 4::::·3 
137.6 :~:7'3 a 5 ~:7~3 6:;:6;4 
1:38. 8 4'36 272 a::: 1::::76. 5 
143.4 .:-.~·::. ·:. 
.-."'":'•""• .-. 4·-=··::··~ ,-, 
·=··-· •' • .:.. 
.::. .. •::• .. ;.. • ... • ..... "' II 
·=· 
147.2 651 a :3 2:::5. '3 42426.2 
151.4 5761.7 2'~1 
.-. 414. 7 . .:::. 
1 ~·-· 284a 7 2':.4::::. ::: 2~3'3 1 •=t .-:;).;;; ... 
155 754a 1 
.-,,~ .... 78~3. 5 
.::: ••• f.:• 
156. 1 1461 ::::~3~J 2:::2:;15 a ·-· ·-· 
157.9 1:310a ·=· :::a32 a 7 1 174~Z1. 2 
·-· 
161.5 1 .... ~.-. ·=· :307 • 5 21 :3~3. 6 .::,._IC•a 
·-· 
164.7 2t1::::6. 2 ::::1 ~: q :::: ::::675. 
•=t .. 
167. 1 :;:27 a 8 :::: l :::a ·=· 1:366 a 4 ,_, 
175u5 7::::•3 a '3 ::::21 • 4 :3462 a 2 
178.4 6'35. 4 :::::::::~:1 11'3l::6 A 2 
18~3a.6 17:3:3. q :::::~:5 a 4 11:::66. 2 .. 1.-,.-, 1 752 a '3 ::::::::•3 a 4 :3~161 • 4 o.:::.. 
1:34. '3 l97t1 ::::42.::: :~::::::~: 1 . 5 
1:36 a 4 446.5 :~:44 a::: 2422. 1 
18'3. '3 10~3 1 4 ::::50.2 
.... ,, .. , .- .-. 
. 
·:.••:•t• a .::. 
1 '31 1 1025, .• 1 
.-.c:- .... ·:;a ::::47 p 4 
a 
.;.a._lf.:t a .. • 
1'32nE: 1760. :::: ::::6~3 ::::::7 a 1 
1'34.:3 , .. , ....... , ·::. ::::65.4 ::::1·;J~~a 7 t;:i I:• .;;; • ,;.. 
2~1~1 --=· c: '":• ·:· c: 1 ·:·-::-·:· I:" 14657.5 .:...·-•.:...• .. ••J a ·-'I ·-'a ... 1 
20:3 1 ...... , ... , ... , •=t ::::76.::: ::::07'~. 9 t•.::.·.:•o a .. 
207.5 454. 1 :::::::121. 5 
42~)::: a:::: 
211 .-. 4:::::4 • . -, ·:··=··-=· 7 51'3. 
1 
Q ·=· 
.:::. ·-''-''•"' a 
:3:39. 8 364 




412.1 13""'6 r= (;.. • • ;J 
.414. 1 1533.4 
418.7 641 
424. ::: 174.7 
426.8 :362 
429.8 :3022.8 
432 I :3 1761.:3 
434.6 1385.8 
4:36. :3 1684.7 
438.8 :3750. ~: 





4 75. '3 11011.1 
476.::: 6291.7 
481.4 21'34.7 
4'32 62.62. e: 
495.:3 :37t10. 9 
500 2474.5 
506 2166.4 
509.2 7'38. 2 
515.:::: :3575. 6 
522.4 1411.4 
526.8 24:::.2 
53t1. 2 524 
558.6 11:31.6 
5'72. 7 661.5 
5'?•::. I •' 21::::7.6 
58:3.5 1::::5. :3 
5'31n:j 14'3. 2 








































·=- ·-· • .::. 
G3.2 FRACTION OF SAMPLE SFJ218 
A F.: I 























1 :36'. 1 
'35 •. , 
:::16a:~: 
4~3. 1 





5:3 •. , 
4:3.7 



















.... , ..... ~ 






25E: a 1 
262a5 
.... ,..., .... , ..., 











:~:2::: a 6 
:~:::::4 
:3:~:6 a 'j 

































I 11 :::::: 
1144.5 
1 :::6 a 6 
64'3. 5 
45:::: a ~;:e 
2t):::: a:~: 
.-,C' 
.;. .. _, 
354.3 58.1 52t1 485.6 
358.6 83.5 524.2 255.3 
362.6 418.8 528.:3 446.4 
36'51. 1 760.2 5::::4 47.9 
;378.4 1338.::: C' .... 1:: .-. :36.5 ·-•·.:••-:J a .::. 
381.6 212 5::::9.4 1 .... ,,., .-. 0:::.0. ·:'J 
38:3. 3 233 547.3 77 
387.7 95.1 54::t. 5 ·-:.·-· -.. •;J .;. •• ( 
397.1 1862.8 54'51. 7 :;: '3 p •;t 
400 181·;..9 556 1 H!12 •. , 
40:3.5 1130.3 56:3.7 2t17. 7 
410.7 525.1 57~.3 14::::. 1 
416.5 2:31 • 1 57:3 a::; ·"".:• ·-·-=· ..... r.: ..... 
421.7 9:3.8 5E:7 a :3 76.1 
423.2 5:3.4 600 2t113. 6 
428 747.6 
4:36. 8 74::::. 1 




448.7 125. 1 
451.5 17. 1 
452.2 18 •. 6 
455.7 61.5 
458.:3 7. ::: 
46~3. 6 22.5 
463.6 16.4 
' 
) 464.4 2::::.6 466.2 •3. 2 
467 ·~. 2 
477 :3:327. 6 
48t1 •. , 76'51. 8 
49:3. 4 1.-. ·:· ·~ ·=· 0·-•0 a 1- 1 
496.:3 14::::7. e: 
500 '51t11. 1 
504.4 734.1 
512.2 :362 a 4 
51:3.2 157 •. , 






















155 a '3 
160 
163. :3 





















































1.-. .-. C•a •:• 
.- •::. b a •' 









..... .., ..... -, 
.:::. I' .:::. a ( 
27'::: a 5 
2E:5 a 5 




::::2t1 n 7 
::::2'3a 2 
·:••7.tt:" .., 
·-•· ... ••.,.1 a I 
::::::::·, 
::::42 .. '3 
344a5 
::::.:t';.t .. 5 










4::::~] u ]. 
445 
COt·~C 
55 a 1 
:3'3 a 4 
:345.5 
4 a :3 
17a9 
1:~:'?a2 
2::: ln '5' 
212'~. 6 
124.6 





.:. .. • ... 1•::• a I' 













24'3 a 1~ 
'3[1. :::: 
1 [1. 2 






463.6 6. 1 
466.8 26.5 
476.7 1607.1 
481. :3 213.3 
492.9 713.3 
; 495.7 6:3:3.8 
500 309.5 
505. :3 162. 1 
514.2 12.4 
515.2 9.7 
521.2 67. ~1 
529.6 1:34. 2 
561.3 141'3 
578.9 U30. 2 


































































































:;: 1 :::a :::: 
:::: 2 ~~1 a :::: 








::::71 a 4 
::::79 u :3 
:::::::2 a 1 



















2t1:] n 9 
454.1 
u::t1. 6 
, .. ~,"?C." ~~ 
• ... • I .... 1 a ... 
1 H~11. !:i 
a=.-.. j ... , 
o.,,lt:ll_l A .:::. 
.... ,""':'·-· .-, 
.;, •• ·.::..a::. 





::::5 a t:~ 
14::: a 2 
:36rs 1 
·":•"'::' •:::1 
·-• I • "' 
387.4 37.7 
388.4 112.3 
















464.6 6. '3 
465.4 :35. 1 




500 7t17. 2 
505.7 ~~·-· ~ ..... .-;J .;. •• • .,1 
514.3 6~21'3. 3 
52tt. 1 41t1. 3 
525.1 121.5 
525. '3 46. '3 
528.:::: 5~217. 5 
541.5 .,2. 5 
547. '3 6'3. '3 
54•51 a 2 4:3.7 
557.1 1 :3'3t1. 6 


















































































2t17 a ::: 
212 a 1 
216. 1 
22t1 a 1 
.-,.-, ..... ~ 
.:::, C..::. a ._1 







.... ,, ... ,, ... , .-, 




::::11 a 9 
::::::::4 
::::::::7 a 6 
:341 a 2 
::::4:::1 
::::47 a 6 
::::~54 a::: 
:356 a::: 
::::5::: a 7 
:~:62.1 
:36'311 :::: 
:37:~: a 6 
::::76.5 



































.. • a I 
::::4.6 
2:36 a 4 
66::: u 7 

























492.5 2:34. 1 
495.5 712.5 
500 256.5 
505.6 15. :3 
515 274.3 
520.5 1'38. 9 
529.1 2'35. 9 '· 
542.8 1'3. 2 
550.5 2'3. E: 
559.7 16f12 
570.:3 108.7 
578. '3 24E:. 4 














































































554 .. , 
~ ,-, 
.-:;). ·=· 











:::: 1'~ a ::: 
~:213 a 2 
:;:::.:3a 7 
:::::~:7 II::: 
.-. t: .-, .-• 
• ;. •. _1.:::." ·=· 
:~:54 a 7 
:~:5511 4 
:361.::: 
:::: 6 ::: a '31 
:;:?:;: u::: 
:~:7~5 a 5 

















































515.:3 144.1 l )~.· 








.._I;;JOo 0:::. 766. '3 
564.:::: 3.7 
568.2 :3. 4 











































4 75 •. , 















































• ... •.::..:::. 
560.4 








·-· 170. 1 
102. 1 
c::·-· 
• ... •.:::. 
21::u~~ 
75':;':1. 7 
41 ·"::• • ..... 
2'~. •"'t .:.':. 
t3.2 FRACTION OF SAMPLE SFJ224 
AFU C:OtK: AfU COt·~C 
------ ------
------- -----
0 34.7 4fH~ :30:::. 5 
53.6 15.4 404.4 245.4 6'=' 8.5 412.6 8'3. 7 .:..
106.6 17. 1 419. 1 27. 1 
110.3 22.:3 4::::0 .... , .... ,, ... , .:::..:::...:· 
126.3 13.4 4~:8 a 1~ 212.4 
134.7 20.8 445.4 1666.7 
151.7 23.2 45~j. 8 4t1. 1 
161.9 9.3 45'~. 4 16. 1 
165 13.5 464 5.4 
171.6 20.5 476. 1 ·~4:~: 
182.6 :31.7 481 c· d ., .. 1 '51 '51 • ·~) 
1'33 I :3 7.5 4'32. 1 :355. ~~ 
200 291.4 ,· 4'35. 1 :364. :;: 
202. '3 •:;.:3. 7 5tH~ ·=··=· ·-::· ................ 
226.6 21.5 !:i02. '( 14.9 
237.9 105.4 506 .- C' b •. _1 
242.5 28.4 514.4 124. 1 
260. '3 102.8 521 u ·~ 5:::" E: 
27:3.8 28.6 s:::a~1. 2 25.9 
278.8 57.2 560.:::: U::t22. 1 
285.6 :::5::::.6 57'51 Q :;: e::;: • . , 
294. :3 :36.7 612n~~ 7:::. 4 
300 •;.t::::•3J a 1 
3~32 a '3 2~)5. :3 
30E:. 2 3:::. '3 
:313.2 1 ~)5. 7 
:321.:3 '3'3. :::: 
:3:3f1 3f1::::. 2 
335. ::: :32'~ a 2 
:;:43. 2 1'=t ·:· '7 
•• ·-• a I 
:345 11Ela:3 
:35t1. 4 :36.4 
I ) :357.6 .-. 
·=· :365.6 :::2. ::: 
:37:3 u 2 7~36. 1 
:377. :3 117.::: 
:3 ::: (1 • :~: 1:::4.7 
:3E:4 a 5 1::::. 4 















































































1 :;: a 5 
















~j2•;.1 a •::,. 
~i44 u :::: 
5t~2 u 1 
COI··~C 
50.·~~ 





·~ ·~~· .. • a a ....
6~36. 5 
~···· c::· 
,_, • .:, u '"'' 
24:~:p 4 
5:~:at~ 
61::: a ~~~ 
E:. '( 
4 .. , . { 
G3.2 FRACTION OF SAMPLE SFJ226 
ARI cm~c AfU COt·~C 
------ ------ ------- ----·-
172.2 21.8 530A 13 1.-, .:::. 
18:3. 2 17.5 56~3. ·:;t 1~~11?.1 
200 95.7 57'51. 4 4::r. 6 




274.5 1:3. 4 
279.1 19.5 
285.7 286 
295 18. :3 
300 :304.3 




330.5 77. ·~ 
336.7 7:3.:3 
343.7 6 
366. :;: 50.2 
374.1 5t1:3. 3 
:377. :3 12 
:380. 7 4:~:. 4 
385.6 7. ::: 
3'37. 4 125.5 
400 269.:3 
404. :3 21.7 
41:3.4 q •' 
4:30.6 67.4 
4:39. 5 58.5 
446.1 1666.7 
475.7 4'3E: • . , 
481.8 3:::.7 
491.8 1'~1.1 




516.5 1'~. 1 
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6.5 
:::: 1 • 1 
21:~:.5 
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Appendix II: Computer reconstructed gas chromatograms of 
"aromatic" (G32) fractions of extracts from 
Elizabeth River sediments. 
I 
\ 
Characteristic operating parameters were: 
Temp. of injector 
Temp. of detector 
Temp. of column 75-280°C 
Programmed after solvent peak was eluted. 
Rate 
Splitless injection 

















e s 10 !5 20 
SAMPLE: ER201G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .924 
2S s ss 48 
RAW FILE: GX2SFR 













e 5 18 u; 28 
SAMPLE: ER202G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .031 
.. 
26 38 35 ... 
RAW FILE: HOSSFR 










1------ I 1-----T-------r-.. ·---. --T -----_....,r------r------r--·---
0 5 10 16 20 25 30 35 40 45 58 
SAMPLE: ER203G3.2+8N 
SCALE FACTOR: .085 
RAW FILE: HQOSFR 









0 5 10 15 20 
SAMPLE: ER204G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .03 
25 30 35 40 
RAW FILE: HQDSFR 












10 t 5 20 25 30 35 48 45 58 
SAMPLE: ER205G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .038 
RAW FILE: HOJSFR 






















































0 s 18 t6 20 
SAMPLE: ER207G3.2~BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .022 
25 39 ss 48 
RAW FILE: HV7SFR 










0 5 10 15 20 
SAMPLE: ER208G3.2TBN 
SCALE fACTOR: .03 
25 39 3S 40 
RAY fiLE: HVBSfR 










e 5 t0 t6 20 
SAMPLE: ER209G3.2TBN 
SCALE FACTOR: .053 
25 30 35 40 
RA\J FILE: HVFSF'R 










e s t0 tS 29 
SAMPLE: ER2 t 0&$ .. 2-t-BN 
SCALE fACTOR: .054 
2S 3.0 ss 4S 
RAY FILE: HU3SFR 










a s ua IS a 
SAMPLE: ER211G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .028 
25 s ss 41 
RAW FILE: GX4SFR 









9 s t0 tS 29 
SAMPLE: ER212G3.2TBN 
SCALE fACTOR: .025 
25 sa ss 48 
RAW fiLE: HX0SFR 










9 5 10 15 28 
SAMPLE: ER213G3.2TBN 
SCALE fACTOR: .027 
25 39 ss 49 
RAY riLE: HtSSfR 










f2l s tf21 tS 20 
SAMPLE: ER2t4G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .034 
25 S8 ss 48 
RAW FILE: Ht9SFR 









e s 18 16 28 
SAMPLE: ER215G3.2~BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .036 
26 38 ss 48 
RAW FILE: HtCSFR 










a s 10 tS 21!1 
SAMPLE: ER216G3.2~BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .048 
·,::. 
25 39 ss 40 
RAY FILE: H25SFR 
























































































































































































































































































0 5 10 16 28 
SAMPLE: ER222G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .024 
2S se S5 48 
RA\1 FILE: ILDSFR 










0 s 19 IS 29 
SAHPLE: ER223G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .041 
2S sa ss • 
RAW FILE: IM9SFR 










0 5 10 15 20 
SAMPLE: ER224G3.2~BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .045 
25 sa 35 48 
RAW FILE: IMDSFR 










a 5 18 IS 20 
SAMPLE: ER225G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .035 
25 sa S5 .. 
RAW FILE: IM~SFR 











a s ta IS 29 
SAMPLE: ER226G3.2~BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .04t 
25 sa ss 48 
RAW FILE: IMPSFR 
PLOT SPEED: 2 
4S 58 









0 s t0 IS 20 
SAMPLE: ER227G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .027 
2S S0 ss 40 
RAW FILE: IQISFR 









0 s 10 tS 20 
SAMPLE: ER228G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .028 
2S 30 ss 48 
RAW FILE: IQLSFR 
PLOT SPEED : 2 
4S S0 
Appendix III: Concentrations of organic compounds in .the 
"aromatic" (G32) fraction of Patapsco River 
sediments. The concentrations have been 
calculated relative to a 2,2'-binaphthyl 
internal standard for every resolvable peak 
in the chromatograms and are listed with 
increasing ARI (Aromatic Retention Index), 
characterizing the position of the peak in 
the chromatogram and functioning as a code 
for the compound name. 
Appendix III: Concentrations of organic compounds in .the 
"aromatic" (G32) fraction of Patapsco River 
sediments. The concentrations have been 
calcul~ted relative to a 2,2'-binaphthyl 
internal standard for every resolvable peak 
in the chromatograms and are listed with 
increasing ARI (Aromatic Retention Index), 
characterizing the position of the peak in 
the chromatogram and functioning as a code 
for the compound name. 
;·· 
G3.2 FRACTION OF SAMPLE SFP001 
A F.: I COHC Af.::I COt·~C 
--·---- ------ -------
-·-- .......... 
0 13:3. 2 1:35 2~51 • '? 
'? I a :~: :::16 a 1 1::::7 a 6 12:2(-::11 ~::' 
1 :~:. •=t 53. 7 1 ::::::: Q 7 1C~~~:::::~~ .-, .. 0:::. 
1::: a 4 :36 a ,-, ;;:o 14(L 5 :~:24 a 4 
24. •:::a .:3:3. 1 14~~. q u::44. E:~ •' •' 
.-.c: 
.:. •• _, Q 4 85., 1 144. 7 4'~t1. 1 
.-,,-. 
,;.ta:a a ·~ 69. 7 147 176::::: u 6 
44. ·::· 1 .-.-, ,-, 151 :~: :::: .:.~ ~:: u 1 ..... 1:•.::.. '=' II 
co··· 
·-=· :3:32. 1 152u •=t -=-·~·-· 6 ·..J.::. • ..... .. • ... 1 •' •:• a 
r=.-, 
·-··=· 
U36. :3 1 ~i4. :;: ·:· ·-·=· ·-•f.:•• ... • 
61 77 1 !:i5. . -, 0:::. ·".:••':tC::' .:.. ...... , ... u .:.1 • 
66 1 ::::3 a 2 15~~. ,-, C!ct•:::a :::: 
·=· 
......... u 
.-.-. I:··=·. :::: U~15. 1 157u 7 1 1 1 :::a 4 
70. . -,.:.~. 22~3 • 2 15'3 • 7 6::::5 
76 .. •:::. 10:3. 1 161 4 , ... , .. ., .- ·:~ •' . •::• I' ~.:• u ... 
:::~). 1::' ...• 404. 5 1~;~::11 6 4~36. q ... 
·=·'? . -, 46:::. 1 164. a= 1::::41 . 6 '-'I a 0:::. 
·-· 
. 
'35 a 6 45~~1. 6 166 • 2 1 H1. 6 
'37. 1::' 
·-· 
167. . -, o;i 1 ~:~?II 4 C" •";:t L':' ._1.:_ .... 111 4 
H~H3 ~~2~~1. ·~ 16':.4. 6 7:~:1::: 
H31 1 .... ,,-, .- ,-, j ..... 7 .-.~:: .- 0:.:1 • .:." .. •:• I:• a o;:i .... 1::1 • .::. ._1 f.:• n ... 
H32. 1 164. ·-=· 1 ~::':;::II 4 H1':.4. 
, ... , 
·-· ·=· 1 ~~1 :::: • 5 54'~ 174. 9 '?CjCj I .,• ••' II 1 
U36 1. 1'32 Q 7 1 .. ~··=· 1 1.,,1 u 9 •::t•":tC::' ... .: ....... 1 
10:::. 6 1 7~3. 1 l?'~~lu q ... 46'~~ II 1. 
1 U3. 6 1. :::: 1'~. ,-, u:::t .-, 7~~1::: II q 
·=· 
II .,:. ... 





1 14. ·:· :::'36 a .-, 1:::4 II 6 15!:::i4. '? ..... ·.:0 
1 16. 1 477a .-, 1:::6 6:::~7:1. 5 .;i 




1 1::: II 4 6~3::::. 5 1 ::::·::1 q .-, :::.:+2 a -· 0:::. ... 
12~~1. .-, 416. 6 1·::HL 2 476. 
, ... , 
0:::. •:::• 
121 :~:0:::: u .-, 19 :t 7 71. 1 
, ... , 
0:::. . II •::• 
122u :::: ·":··-=··=· ·~ 1'31 :~: 4·=··=· 7 •..,1•..,11..,1 a ,_,,_,a 
12:~: u 6 54:~: 1'3:;: II ::: 45:::.: u 4 
125u ~::' .-.-.c:: 5 1'94. q 474 .. 1 l;:t .,: ..... 1 a .. 
127n ..., ~::-75 a ,-, 1':.46. 4 15::: n 4 .. o;:i 
12'3 a ... 4H1. 4 1 o:::a·::o 5 551 5 ... ..• I n " 
1 :::: 1 ·~ 1491 5 2~J~7:1 2!:il~1·;;1 .. q . .. . •' 
1 :::::::: u 
·=· ::::::::::a 2 ::::[I~::. 9 744. 
c::· 
,_, .... 






61 :~1 a 4 ::::1::::. .-. 1121::.:::~. q 
·-· 
.:::. •' 
210. C' ·~····~· 1 .:;:1~ia 
c.· 1 .-.. -·"l' 
·-· 
._:i.:::. ( • 
·-· 
.,:. t,:. t' 




214. . , 1016. 1 :~:·2~j Q 4 
·-~ ..... ..... t•• .. .t•:::• q •:a 
217. 2 1:308. Cl ::::2,~ Q 5 !:i4t3. 5 _. 
220 .. '3 1 141 1 ~:24 ·~:· c: ··:· • ......... 1 .... • 
22:3. 5 7~:0 
. -.. -, .... 7 ::.: HZ1 • 
, .... 
.;. • .:::_ f.:• a 
·=· 
225a :3 44::::. 5 :::::::: ~~1 • q 166~~1. 4 ... 
22:3. . -. 78:3. 7 :::::~:4u 1 422u 7 .:::. 
2:30D 2 '316. '3 ·:··-=· .... ·~ 16:~: 1 ·::· ·-•·-•b a •' . ·-· 
;2:32a ,-, 164. 4 ::::40. ·::· 451 4 
·=· 
... • 
2:~:4. 4 22~Z1. 4 :34~:., 6 1 1. IZ1'51 n E: 




.-.. -.. -. 6 1 174. 4 ::::.:.1.;:: u 2 ·-=··':•·':• ·~ .::..:Jc• • ..... t .... lo,,.l A •' 
241 .-, 455. 6 ::::52 594. 2 • .:::. 
242. 7 641 "':' ·";:•t:., 1·~:::. 1 . •• 
·-··-·· 244. :3 10:35. 1 .-.C' ~ q ·-=··~o:::.! 4 .;. •• _, ... 11 •' • ... I .,• .  • A 
245. 6 1417. 1 
.-......... q :::~:~2 A ·-=· 
. ;.. t:• f.::· 1:1 •' ..... 
24'3. ·~ 572a 5 :::: ~::' ~=: a :~: 414. 
... 
... 
·:o C' .-. 1 7:35a 6 :;:74 a .-. ~::•;,t 1 :~:: n 5 a:.. ..... ..:·. ·=· 
.-.~~ .-, '{57 a •",) :377 a 6 ?q·:· 2 
.:::.._ •• _. u .;.. 
·-· 
I ... • ... • u 
261 7 1720. q :3:::1 2 :::!:i 1 • 9 • •' . 




26:3n 1 2:::7 a "':' :::::::6 n 1 26::: n 4 I' 
26'3a 6 ..... --1 ·~ .-. ·-··=t :::: 
c.· ''"!I 
1:,\ I:• .... •' . .:•C• .. · II ·-· ... 
2·7~:a ·::· , ... , .... ,.-. 6 ::.: ':7.1 t~l • 
, ... , 
"?2 .. :~:: 
... 1:1.:::..:::. II ·=· 
274a :~: 12~35. -· ::::97u 1. 1 :3::::::: u ·=· ... 1,.,1 




277a ::.: .... ,~:: C' 1 4~34. 
&::' 46::::a 7 
.,::t._l._l a .... 1 
27'~a c:.· 22'32 a 6 4~]6 • 4 21'3 a 6 •• ,1 
·2:31 1 ~Z157. 4 4~Z1':;&. 4 t)7 
·2:::211 ,-, •;::..::::·:;&. 4 41~::. 
,-. .-, .- .. ~ :3 
•::• ·=· 
t::.t•1'' a 




2:::'3u , ... , U:H6. ·~ 419. 





2'34n ·~ ~'71 . 6 4·::··;:· 6 :::: '31 " :~: •' c;.,.....,.u 




::::[1[1 4404. 4 42:7 n 5 '3::: a :::: 
:::: ~~1 :::: • 4 "':l• ... t•-1 2 4::::1~L '( 7::::::: II :::: t' .;. • .::., a 
:::a35. 6 UZ17. 4 4·:···:· 
q .... , .-.-, l. 
·-''- n •' 
•.:•t•.:.':.n 





























55::: a ':1 
565.5 
575. '3 
5::: 1u ~~ 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































:31';:.t. 2 4~36. 5 426u ..... .,:; 46 • 1 
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.~I:'.~ 
. ~-· f f.::o ·~· 1::• ·'j·-·~ 2 •?C' 9 4:::: 1 5 :~:24 u t:~ ..... .:::, .... • u •;I .;; • • . ... 
:~:2:3 196. 6 4::::6u 1 5'34. •'"• .:::. 
:~:2'3 a 6 746. ,-, 4:~:::: u 4 7~,~~~~ l 0 
.-,.-.. -. 1 12. :3 444 • 2 1666. 7' • ,:; .,:; .,:. u 
:3:~15 a 5 '?·':··-· 4 447. 5 j ......... , 
..... 
I • ... •C.• • . .:::. f.:• u .:::. 
.-,.':! , ... , ., 5"' 45~3. ·-=· ~:41 ·::· ,;.ao;;) t:l A I 
·-· 
• ·~ 
:3:~:·3. 9 2'3 a .-, 451 4 ·=··::t 1::' .,:. u '·' .,.• n ..... 
:~:42. C' 5::::0 45~::. 6 45. r;:i 
·-· :344. 6 &::•:··-=· 5 455. 1 .... , t:' ·-=· .,..Ia;;;;- ... • 11 .:::. ._1 u 
·-· 
:35€1. :~: 467 . . , 451:1 a 2 2~~11 ·=· • ..... 
::::55. C' 1 1'':1 9 46~.3. 7 15. ::: 
·-· 
.:.... 
:356. 6 95. 5 46:3a 4 C'"':' '( 
·-··· . 
:357. . , ~:·3~~1. 5 46E:. , ... , E: 1 ;~~ 
·=· 
• 
:365. 4 (' 14. ·? 467a 6 ........ , .... , t:•.:::. 11 .. •;I .... 
:~:70 a 6 1 17a 8 476a 1 489~~. 6 
'i· 
... ,.., ... , ::: 1 154. 1 481 4 515. c::' .;. ... .::. " . ·~· :~:76 a 6 c::·:•·':• :3 4:::::::11 q 1 ~~1 :::: • 5 •:J ·-•·-• a ... 
:=:7'51 A 7 ·-~·-· 2 4:~35 u ,-, 1 1 1 f.::o •••• ; •• 
·=· 
n 
. -.. -.. -. :::: 19 • 5 4•::•"? ·~ q .;.a•:•.:=. a '-'I .. . .. 
:~::34 n 1 14. ·~4 4'~2u 1 2£11 '? 
:~:86 A 4 •;.t. ::: 4';15. 5 ::::~3:::: j, . 5 
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::::·31 
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4£1::::. 7 '?67 p 6 515. ·=· :::::::2" c::' ,_, 
·-· 4~~15. 1 :314. ·':! 51"?u 1:' •4'~2 n 4 ..... 
·-· 4~~16. 9 '?1 5 52:::: II .... , 4.-,.-. 
·=· 
.:::.t• 
407. ~? '36. q 52':.4 d 7 :::7 u "':' •' •• 
4~3'3. C' 1 14. 2 t:"•':t•'::· 4~: 1 5 ·~· ._1.,..1.,..1 • 41 1 
·=· 
•'"•C"·-· ., 54~·L 6 t"'t .-
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•" .... 
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ARI COt·~C ARI COt·~C 
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..... __ , ..... _ 
---·-·-·- ------
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7 .. . -, 122. :3 16E: • 
., 266~~; u , ... , 
.:::.. 
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5:3. 1 ? ..... ~. 3 
1 ...,.-. 6 217a .-. .:..·~'=·· •• .:::. u .:::. 
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1 .. , .- 5 2f.114. ·=· ... t• u 
·-· 
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.-.. ~ 1 82. 7 UH 
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C• •. I . ·-' 
'32. 4 51 • 7 1 :::~;: 42~;:1. ·~ •' 
u:H::1 136 .. 5 1 E15" ~') 2~:3::.::~:" :::: 
10:::: II 4 7:3. 5 1 :::~::' n 6 4::: u 6 
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..• • ... I A .... 
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, .... 
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161 • 6 ~:: ::: . :::: :~:;;::·:~II 6 ;~:5? a ? 
164. C' ._1 1';::.·::· ....... 4 :::::;:~5 II 7 :~:69 u •=t .. 
167. ·::· ·~ 1 4 :3-:t:::: •'"'tl:: 6 
·-· 
. .; .. _.IJ 
16'~. q H1::::. 1 ::::44. , ... , .-,,-, ~::• •' 
·=· 
.:::.•=·~~ 
174. 5 ?5a 4 35f.1 6::: 
17::: .. 9 69. 6 .~, C' C' .:, .......... 1 u 6 •"'I , ... S::.I'.:•JI 4 
1:3t1, ,_, 1 1C! .-, ·::·a=·:~· ..., .. .:.1 • ,_, ... .:::. 
·-··-•• ... • dL 1.-.. -. 7 H1'~. •=t :36t1. 
·=· 4 • . -, ·=·.::. u .. ,_, .::: 1:::4 u ·-=· ..... 26:::11 E: :::: ~.::; ~=i u :;:: 1 ::::::II :::: 
1'~ 1 2 181 5 .-,..., .... , ;;~ ~)4 7 Q 6 • . • .: •• • .::. u 
19::::11 1 1C!'? .. • I a 5 ::::?7 156. 5 
1C!'? ~~t1 ::::7'~ II ·:~ 
·-=··=··-=· 4 •' I •' .:,..t,..t,_t II 
2~~10 •''"C:·-· ~::' ::::::::.:~ .... , .- q r.~l·-•.::. II S:::.t•a ... 
2~~12. 9 216 :::::::?II t::- 1'? ·;.· 
·-' 















45:3 .. 4 
460~4 
462.:::: 




4:::5 A 2 












57::: Q ::: 
5:::::::. ::: 























.., ·-=· I a ·-• 
5~37 









;24 u 5 
1:37 d 7 
12 
·'::•? ·~ 
.: ... I a ,,• 
. ' 
G3.2 FRACTION OF SAMPLE SFC011 




(1 172. 1 164. 7 226.4 
4. 1 1'? .., 167.7 11:3.5 I a I 
14. 1 1:3 1 ~.::•:,t a 6 21:3 a.::: 
~:4. ·~ 17.6 171. 1 H37 ~.5 
44.8 2~3. 2 174. '3 2:~::;: 
!=j•:O ··:· H3~3. 6 179.4 :~:4:3 a 6 
... .:..at:.. 
60. '3 44.7 1::::1 .4 12'~.·:;. 
65. 6 11.5 1.......... .-. 2~.54 a~: •:• .C. a •:J 
7~3 1 :3 1::::411 ::: 744. 1 
76. 6 14.7 1 :::''a 1 ::::~~11 a2 
:::~3. 5 :31 • :3 1 '31 ·=· 46~: q 6 u ·-· 
e-:o ·-=· :31. 5 1 '34. q .111 ·~ 
- ( Q 1!.. •' . •' 
10~~1 :31 . 1 19?.6 227.? 
U~12. 1 2'51. 6 2(1(1 624 u :~: 
H~1::::. 4 1 '3. 5 2~~::.: u 1 4(10. "':' I' 
105. 6 2'3E: a 2 2 ~~n:: a 5 152a7 
1HJ.::: 21·3.:3 2U~1. 4 5(1. 6 
1 1 1 . ·~ 45.6 212a'3' 224 a ;2 •' 
114.5 , ..... -. ~ 21 ~5 u 1 22::::u iS! '=' .:.":. a •• t 
117.7 67.5 217.4 ::::::::2 A~~ 
1:20u2 6(1. 7 22~]. 5 222 
122u :3 40~6 22::::a 6 "7•:• 
... ~. 
I • ... • a ·~· 
12:::: a .... 1::: a 6 ·:···=·~ s= ::::411 :;: ... .:...:...·-'·· .,.,1 
125. 7 6::::.4 22:7' n 6 12::::. 7 
1'-.-:o 7 6~3. 7 229. ::: 172.5 .::. t' R 
12'3 II 7 ::::1 .2 2::::2 u 4 52 a ~~~ 1.-,.-, U37. :3 2::.::~: u 6 4~J. ··:· .,: . .:::. '•"' 
1::::4 ·~·~ 1 ·:··:••"" 7 1:::5a.:.1 ....... .:..·-• t::t n I 
1 :~:7 II 6 5::: a 6 2::::::: n 4 157 
1 :~::3 a 7 127a 1 ::::4~~1. 7 
C' .- ~':' 
,_11:1 D ·~I 
141 • q 66.4 2.:~.2 a 5 4::::.4 •' 
14:~: II 1 ~~2~3. :~: 244.6 ·=··=· 6 ,_,,_, u 
144n '3 1 :~:::: D ·~ 24'~. 4 7:3 u 2:: •' 
147. 1 142.6 2~i2u 4 1 '?•~ I •' 
151 :~: 155 .-.~c:. ~:: 
.-, .-.-. 
• 
.C. •,.,1,,,.1 a .:." .. 1:•.::: • 
152u q :;H3. :3 257u 1 4'':1 '? ... • ... • n 
15'? q 1 141.5 261 ·-·~·~ 1::• ... •' 
157a q 114. 7 ·:-.:. ·-c· 1 2;;::·31., 5 ... &o..ot··-· 1.1 
15'3. 6 51 . 1 ~:76 u 7' 1UH • ::: 




" 2::r2a 4 21'3. .-, 415 .. 1 
47u ., 
.:::. 
2:::5u ., 1613. 5 41'51. ·-=· 
·t·3~::S D 1 
·-· 
2E:'3 .. oj 494. 1 
4''::•·':• ::: 1 ..... -. 4 
~ 
.:.., ... ~ a 
, •• ;,. u 
294. 1 721 a 7 42611 
q ':;.t0. ·~ .. .. 
::::~10 1:319. 5 4:3~1" 1 
522u :3 
::::02. '3 :3'3'3. 9 
4''::•·'::• 1 254 •.,.•.:.,. a 
:;:0::: It 2 55::::. 4 4::.:5 u 4 
1:::6 p '( 
312. 2 517. 4 
4'':•·- 7 244 .. 1 .... t:;. u 
:314. 5 ·-·~·':t 7 
4'':oq 1 4'34. 1: 
b -·.:.... • ... • "' a 
:317u :=: 22::::. 2 445 
1666 .. '? 
·-
::::19. 5 :323a :3 447. 
·:· HH .-, 
·-· 
• .:::. 
::::21 '3 542. 4 450. 6 
1'".:1 ·~~ 
• 
.:. .. " 
,, 
·-:-·:·.::: 5 194. 6 451 7' 
22a j, 
o;;J.:.... .... t n 
. 
3:30. 2 862. 6 .:f5!:ia 4 
4t1. ·:· t,,,t 
:3:::::3. 5 22E:. :3 4~i::1a ·~ 
1 ....... , 1 l::•.:.':.n 
:3:36 961 4 461 





:3:39. 4 143. 5 4•E;:::: a 
•:::t oo::··~ j, 
.. 
I .,• a 
:34::::. 1 ~·-· .- 2 466. 7 
,-, ,-, 
... tt:•t• u ·=· Q ·=· 




::::46. ,-, 212a 1 4::::1 
;24::: A 4 
·=· 
:350. 6 :~:~3:3. 8 
4·=···:· ,-, 15::: .......... u 
·=· 
.-.~·- 1 ..... -, 5 4::::::: 
21 , ... , 
. ;. •.• .at•. t•·:J • 
···::· 






:362a .-, 20. .-, 4':':14. 7 
7~56 a 6 
~:. .;.t 
.-, ........ .-, 417. •'::! ~i~~lt1 
•''"C:.t-1 1 
.;obi:• 0 .:::. .:::. 
f.:•· ... ··=· p 
·: . .., ..... 5 :321 .-, 50::::. 
c::' '3~~1. ;;:! 
·-• I •.:W a 
. .;; ·-' 
:377,, 1 :36~~1. 5 5121!:-:i. 4 
17'( u 5 
:::::::(1 u 5 475u 7 5~~·:::4. 6 161. • 
:3 
:::::34 D 7 20~~1. 4 51 :.5. 2 
4'".:1 4 ~· 
.-•• j .... 6 :3'3. .-, 51::: u 
·:::· 
·=··-=· 'S4 
. ;. ..... t•. .;.. ·-
• ... •· ... • a 
~.-.. -, 0:::. '34. 1 
c;' .-, .... , q 1·~·=· 6 
·-••:t•:• a .. 
._1 t::;, ,::, a .. ... • ... •u 
:3'30 • .-, ·r::: a 1 52'5'a 
6 ·':•'? 4 
. ;.. 
• ... • I u 
::::·31 ;;:: ·?. '7 7 
~.-, .... , 1 U37 
• 
• ... • I a ·-•·.:··~ IJ 
:3'32 q 5 1: •::. :3 
c:·:•"? 2 ·:··:• :::: 
......... 
.... l .... t I u • ... •.:... a 
:3'36. 7 46::: a 5 541 
·:•? 1 
·-'I P 
4~30 '367 a 4 54!::i. 
6 1 :::: u 2 
4~34 ;22:~: 54'3. 
1 1 ~32:. 4 
4~~16. :~: 156u 4 
5~5'? II 1 ·~·-=· ... ·-· 
408. 4 :::n3. 6 
56.:~ a 6 1 ::: 1 '( 
412. 1 '32. 
,-, 1: ···.:::. 4 16:::: u 4 
·=· 
._Itt ,.• 11 
57:3u 5 ;2::::::: u 2 
5:::1 • 4 :365 
5:::4 u 7 ;21 • 5 
5'31 • 7 4:::: a 4 
6~~H3 ::,:C,;? a 4 
G3.2 FRACTION OF SAMPLE SFC012 
A~: I C:Ot·~C A F.: I C:OI··~C 




~) 48 146 714. 6 
5. 2 .-,.~ .-. 148 • :3 '345. ··:· . ,:.o • . ,:. 
·-· 
.., 
.-. 155 • 5 1 r:::··-· .-. ...,.-.. "*. 4 ••• .::. ._,~ u .::. •• .:::. .::. u 
2~). 4 29. 9 15:;: a .., .. :~:26 q 4 
·-=··? .., 6:3. 8 155 21 '3. 7 .:... ·-·. •• 
.-.. - q 1? ::: 157a 9 617 -:.·1:· • .. ... . 
4~~1. ., '515. ::: 15::: a 7 645. 5 
44. ·~ 4:~: a ·':t 161~1. 5 :~1:~::3 a 6 •. 
·-· 5~). 6 16E:. 5 .162 a ·::· 
·-
6~3:::: 
5::: 152. :3 165 • 1 :::::::.:+II 6 
61 ... , ..... •.":i•:t. 1 16::: a :::: , ..... -~ .,:. l'::•·-·. 4 
66a 1:' 4'::. ::: 169 . .-. U~E:. 7 ... ,I . . a:::. 
7t1. ,-, 5::::. 4 1 7t21. :;: 444. , .... 
·=· 
•::· 
75. 2 1'315. 1 17' 1 . 7 1'314. q .. 
:::1 • 6 141 . 4 1 7~3 a 4 7~'34 .. 1:5 
,-,a= 
C•· ... • • 4 156 1 ?'~a.::: :::20 
., 1 r.:. 290. . -, 1 ::::::: II 1 "'::'·~·=· , .... • .::. 1 .. • t.,,t u ·:~· 1tH~1 414. 9 1 E:4 u •:=t .. '31.5 .. 4 
U:.t:::. q 492. 1 1 E:7 u 2 96. ··:· .. ..... 
105. :::: 141 • 1 1 :;::•;t a 4 ·-=··-=·~ a:....:.. ..... Q 4 1 ~)6. 2 12'~ a 5 1':H~1, 2 1:' .- ··::· .,:. f.::• u ..... 
107. ,-, t;572 a 1 191 ,-, 16:~: u 1 
·=· • ·=· 1 1 t1. 6 ';::'7 a 4 1·:.~:2 d 
·=· 
,_, 17'~11 6 
1 1'':1 6 1::::16. -· 1 ·:.~5 !51 •"'• .:...n ... . .:::. 
1 15. .... 7:::6 a 5 1·:~~? 11 .... ;~~·~:::: u 2 ... ... 





........ ·-' q 4 2~]2. 9 760. 7 




.:... ·-·. '3 451 . 7 ;;::~.:':1'3" 7 
.... , .... 
.:. ... t:• a ~::' 
125a 4 :324 a 2 .-, 1 n r::. ::. h '? 51 • l. 
127u 1 524. 1 21:::: ··~ .-:. 1::• n ··:· ..... 
12'3u 1 444. 9 21~i 1 :?,:~5 n '"'I ... 
1 :::: 1 1 ::::•37 a ·-=· 21'?u 4 5~J2. 2 II 
·-· 1''J'':• ,_,,_,II 4 ·=··::..., t,.,t ... I a 6 ;;:::2[1. 
·=· 
,_, 5::H3. ~:~ 
1 :;:5 a 4 .- .-~ ·~ 22::::11 ·~ .-,,-, .- 7 f.:•t• .... 
···' 
•. .::.C:tf.:t II 
1:36 u q 
·=··-=· 6 22'? u 1 256u ? .. .... •·- .. 
1:3711 ~5 1 16. q •' 22:::: u 1 ~:~ t1 :::: a 1. 
14~~1 1 t14'3 .-,·-·n S::.·.:•::. a 5 4 c.::;: u :~: 
14:::: .:.162 u ·':• 
·-· 
:::: :::: ~:~ u 7 4~:: u :1. 
144. 5 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































46::: u 1 24:3.7 
470. 6 44 
471 2 ·~·-· ·':! • .,:10. ·-· 
471.::: 24. "':' •• 
475.5 ;2:315. 2 
481. '3 :311 • 6 
484. :~: 1:37. 6 
4:38 A 13 11::::.5 
4'31. 5 ·~26. 6 
494. q 10E:7. ·-=· •' 
·-· 50~3 13'3::::. 1 
506. 4 465.6 
512a7 4~38. 9 
51::: I 6 61.4 
£:: .-,.-, .-
·-•a::...:• a t• 2~1'3. 3 




5:37u ::: 1 ::::::: a 1 
541. :::: 2:35 
546.2 12~1 
55:3.6 ., • e: 
555. 7 16. 5 
557. 7 75.4 
561 5 .::: ···::. .-. • .,..1 1::• .. • a .;,1 
~ .-.-, 
·-•t•·.:· u 6 2~31 
566. 4 77. 4 
571.. 1 :3H3. 7 
57E:n 7 1675. q •' 
t:'t-1 .-
._l•:•t:• 2'36 a :3 
5'31 664 
60~1 ~ .-.-, .-, ·-•t•.::. • .::. 
G3.2 FRACTION OF SAMPLE SFC013 
AfU COI'~C ARI COt·~C: 
____ .. __ 
------ -------
............... _,_ 
~3 ::::::. 6 1 :::~: u '3 4421. • 6 1'=t •' a 1 16. :3 i•:•C• 1.,11;,;;1 u 4 '321 a •=t •' 
:3~:1. 7 45. 8 1'5tf:t. 4 :2 '312 ::::: " .~, .::. 
·-=··=· 





46. 7 64. 9 1'=t.., ... I u 2 1 1·~~~. 1 




'•' I • :::• 
-· 
2~:.17. :::: ·~::=~:~: Q ::::~ 
61 ::: 67. 1 2 ~~1~:: u 1 ~·-·£::' a • ... •.::. .... • 
.- .- ·~ 258 2~3'3 .. 5 244 .. •:::• I;:• I;:• a ..... 
70. 6 156. 9 21:::1 a 1 21;2'?a 5 
8~3. 5 :325. 7 215. 7' ::.:1214 ';::',; 4 
O•::. 
'-''•' a 5 2~3~1 22t1a 6 1 ·::n!1~i. ·=· ..... 9:;:. 2 1 14a :3 22:3a 5 15U:.1. 5 
10~3 .-,.-,0 8 .-,.-,..., 4 12'''?a c:· .,:. .;)•-•. .:::..:::..· b 
·-' 1 ~1:3. ? 5:::8 22:::a. 1 :;:::::~~ p ·~ •' 
H36. 4 1 101 • 1 22::: u •:=t :7;:7;2" ·~ •' ... 
1 H3. 4 2078. 6 22'' a 5 1454. 1 
1 14 .. .-. 
·=· 
'517~~1 2:3? u 1 ~~ :~: 4•:~ a c:· 
···' 1 1 E: a 4 E:61 6 2:~:::: 217~:in .~. • 0:::. 




·=· ;2~3~1. 3 :.:::~51. 6 1474. ::: 
·-· 
. 1.-,-;o 5 4.-,,00!', 1 c~~'i4u 1 ·:!4121 .. . .. .:::, f a •:•.::. a ( 
12'51 N ., t::: •'" . .:1 t:•. 5 26121. ·::~ ~~ HJ!:i 
1 :~:2 u 1 1 ::::~14. ·:· 
·-· 
26~5,, 4 ~:46" ~::' 
1 ::::::: u 0::. :3~3::::6. 4 .-.. -.... 1 1 :::::[111 
·=· •' .::.t.t:: .. u ..... 
14::::. 5 2:::::3·:.t. 
·=· 
·-· 
266u '( ~.,~ :i •::4 II ::: 
147. t:::' 
···' 
2~:1'5''=-'. 6 .-, .... , ... , .::. t:::••::• a 2 l. 1':.:4 • 6 
151 II 6 7E:1 • 4 271 " :::: 66411 4 15:~: II 2 41 :;: • 6 2'?4u 6 24?~511 4 
15411 £::' 74:~: a 6 27'3u 1 :::::5~::~~ II •=t 
·-' •' 157 ::.:7~:14. 4 2B2u 6 :~::::: 1 • •:::4 ... 
161 




1 .-.-, 2 :~:76· ~:::::::: u ,-, 414. •::t 1::•.:::. n 
·=· 
... 
1 .-.-. t:•.::.. u 
·=· 
·-· 
2::::2 a 1 2'~': u 4 ~::01~1" :~: 
164. :::: 2~319. 
·=· 
,_, :::: ~~1 ~:.1 ~~: ::: :~: ~"~I u :~:: 
166. ::: ·=··:··-=· ,-, :::: [1 ~:: • 4 q?•:• t;:; 1,,.1·-•..:... a '=' .. • I 1,.,1 n 
16'3n £::' 
·-' 
1 :::4::: a 1 ::::07. 5 1 ~;:1::: II ? 
174. ~3 1 ~i55. ,-, 
·=· 
:::: 1 :~:II ,-, 
·=· 
14U:~. :7;: 
1 ::::~: p £::' -= C' .-,..., 
···' 
._l._l.;.t t' a 
\ ! 1 :31:::: II '? !:i'31:::: 11 4 
:321 • 7 557.2 
:;:2'3. ·-=· 967.:3 ..... 
·-=··-=··:· ·=· 78.9 •·;.a.:.. a •-•
:3:36. 1 124'3. 7 
2:4:3. 1 561 • 4 
:344. '3 480.:3 
::::5~3. 1 218.5 
:357.7 ::::84.4 
::::64u ::: 4:37.9 
.-,..,.~ 4 1 :3'3:3. •:::t .j t' .:::. a •' 
.~....,..., 50:3. 1 .;.. i •. 
5~~10 ~~.:.·-· , ... , •.,,1 .. • .:.'" .. II .:.".. 
5t15 • ·-=· 221Sa .1 
·-· 50E: • . -, .-, , ....... '3 .::. .:.". f.::• I::• • 
515. 2 476u 4 





5:~H~1. 1 4 :;:::~:A ~:~ 
~·-·~ 7 61 ~~ .... l.;,to,,.l a . 
!54:::: a 4 1 t1:;::. 2 
C:' C"' ,- .-. 761 6 •,.1.;11;:.. 
·=· 
• 
~i'?9 ·-.:··-=· "? :::: .:... .:... I a 
6121121 2:::E5n 9 
:~: ::: ~21 5'32. 2 
.... ,.-,.~ ·~ 
.:) '=' .;.. a ... 27t1. '3 
:3;37 a ~? 4::: a '3 
.-.. -.. ::;. 
.:.••:) ... " 5 1 :;:6 a 1 
:~:•37u 5 '('92 a 4 




4t15 :~:22 a 7 
408.4 ··:··-=· .......... 5 
4~3'3 • . -. .:::. 85 • 1 
412 :221 .-. a C• 
414 1:36. 6 
41:::"::: 261 .-. " .,:. 
424. :~:: 74. 5 
425u 1 6~3. 4 
42'3n 
_, 
(' '?84 u :::: 
4::::::: u ~5 ::n3'3. 5 
444. 1 1666. 7 
451 114 
454.'? 1.1 . 1 
45::: a 5 104. 7 
46:~:" ::: ~i 1 . 1 
467n 7 142.7 
4 7!:i" ::: 1'3:::6 
481 u :::: ::.:15 a :3 
4 ......... ·=· 
·=- 1::• u • ... • 21 . :3 
4:::7 a :~~: .... , C' .::,._1 
491 u t: :::60. 1 
4'35. 1 H15~1. 6 
.... ~. 
G3.2 FRACTION OF SAMPLE SF8041 
AfU COt·~C A F.: I COHC 
__ ., ............. _ .. 
__ .......... __ 
_ , ............... -........... 
..... _ ....... , .. , _ 
t1 156. 5 160. 1 H1. lr.' .,,1 
-=· 5 9. 8 161 . , 24 • .... 
·-· Q • 
I'' 
5a 1 16. 6 165 ·':•.., ·:::· •,..t I a •.. 
'"':' 
I' • 5 18. 6 167. 5 1''. 5 
14 2. 8 16'3. .-. 1 1 :~: 
·=· 
• 
44. ., ·-:. .:;;.. 6 175 • 1 l. :~:" ·-::· 
'"'' 
4·=· 6 4. 4 17'3 2:3. ··:· o,;,•. 'm' 
C:oj 1 88. :::~ UH l. 54 ,..,1.:.,.. II • I::.-
·-•I:·. 4 14 1~::2a 6 4~: u 6 
5:3. 4 10. 7 1 E:~i 45. ·:~1 
6~~1. ·~ :32 • . , 1•-•''":' .... , C.'" ·:::• 
'·' 
•:• I' .:::. ... 1 u .... ~ 
66. ·-=· 4. .-. 1'3~'3 • :;: 4t1. 1:::' 
'"•' 
.:::. .,,1 
h30 23. 8 191 . q •' ~:: 1 . 5 
1 t1::::. 4 12. ., 1•:::.·:· .-. 45. 4 ... • .,.t a .:: . 
1 t16. 1 61 •:::. 194. q .... ,..., ., . •' •' .:::. •• u 
h37. . -. . ,:. 16. 1 1'316 • 4 4 • •':;t 
·-· 
1 t1'3. 9 :37. 7 19~::' a 5 ., " 5 
1 UL 6 24. .-. 
·=· 
2~;:1~!.1 ·-=··-=· C:' 
·-•· ... •• ... 1 a 6 
1 12. :~: j ·::· ~:: tl;;:;. .-. l.0E: ..... 
·=· 1 14. '"':' ~~ 1 1::' 2J;:'H:: 4. .-. I' . ._1 .:::. 
1 16. 7 ·-:.·-:. 1 212u ·:::. ·':•t.:• :~:: 
.:.. ·-·. •' 
a:,..1_1 II 
1 1 :~:" '? 7. ·7 215u 1 40. , ... , 
·=· 124. ·~ .:::. 5. 5 2l'? ·':••::· .... ••-·" ~.::; 1.-.. - 1 16. ··~ 2~~~~1. ..... .-, .... ::' .:::.1:· • ,. ... .::.. t.::• u l,,o 
127u ., ~~4. 5 ~:: ;;:: :::: a 4 ·-=··=· .... ••-•
1 :::a3. 1 1''::• .-, .... , .- 1 .-,.-, 4 
·-· 
.::..:.:f.::t a 
.:::. ··=· u 
1 :;:2 Q :~: 1'3. ., 227a 1::1 ::H .. , 
·-· 
. I'' 
1::::4. 4 49. .-. .:::. 2:30a 1 ·-=· '? •,.,t I u '? 
1 :;:tS" q •' HI. ~5 2:::::;: a ::: 1 ::::a :~:: 
1:3::: 16. 1:' ·-=··:· .- q •=t ·=· 6 ._I .:... ·-· t:• 1:1 •' ... ,_, 1:1 
1 •') •::. 1 22a 4 .... , ......... , 4 l.t1?. c::' 
·-' .. • R 
.:::.,.,: •• ;:.11 
·-' 
141 9 1::' 4 241 4€1. ·::· • ._1 a ..... 
14:~:. 7 ·-=··=· 7 :.:::4~: a 5 75u ·=· • • ..• a ..... 
145. 1 .... , . -. 244 • ·::· ::: 1 :~: .,:. . 
·=· 
.... • 
147. c::' 42. 6 245a 6 72u . .. ~, • _1 ..... 
15~3. 1 4. 1 ~::4'3 u q 1 1 . q •' ... 
151 c::' ·-C' 2~i1 .-. :.7 
, ... , 




l~i:~:u ·::· ·~. .-. 25:;: u :::: 1 , .. , ~ 
·-· ·=· 
.::.a ' . 
15511 '3 1 1 '31 25!:-::i •'"t"':t ~::: . .::~ t' u 
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Appendix IV: Computer reconstructed gas chroni:a,tograms of 
"aromatic" (G32) fractions of extracts from 
Patapsco River sediments. For GC parameters, 
see Appendix II •. 
Appendix IV: Computer reconstructed gas 
"aromatic" (G32) fractions 
Patapsco River sediments. 
see Appendix II •. 
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of extracts from 
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9 5 f9 tS 
SAMPLE: PSTPG3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .035 
20 2S S0 ss 40 
RAW FILE: HN4SFR 












































































































































0 5 f0 tS 
SAMPLE: SCMG3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .Gt4 
20 2S 
RAW FILE: H04SFR 
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I I ! ! 
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i 
s 10 IS 
SAMPLE: BH42G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .04 
20 2S sa 35 .. 
RAW FILE: GY2SFR 











































































































I s 10 IS 
SAMPLE: BH44G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .035 
20 26 30 ss 48 
RAY FILE: GY0SFR 










0 5 10 t6 
SAMPLE: BH45G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .064 
20 25 30 35 40 
RAW FILE: GZ7SFR 
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s 19 IS 
SAMPLE: BH48G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .04 
29 25 sa 35 49 
RAW FILE: GZBSFR 










a 5 19 IS 
SAMPLE: BH49G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .029 
29 2S sa ss 48 
RAW FILE: G32SFR 















































































































































































































































































































































































































a 5 10 15 
SAMPLE: ,BH55G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .028 
20 25 30 35 40 
RAW FILE: HB0SFR 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 f0 15 
SAMPLE: BHi1G3.2+BN 
SCALE FACTOR: .024 
212J 2S 39 ss 49 4S 59 
RAW FILE: HN9SFR 
PLOT SPEED: 2 
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